
Security Home Bed Rails,
Model #  5075* 30” rail One sided  / 5085 30” rail Both sides             1875* 18” rail One sided / 1885 18” rail   Both sided

Available in 18” and 30” lengths.        These rails are avail. for electric beds.

Photo 1   Model # 5085/1885
1. Remove mattress exposing the box spring.
2. Receiving tubes come pre-installed for your conveninence.
Cut tie-wraps that hold receiving tubes to side rail. Swing receiving tubes away
from side rail so that the snap buttons snap into the holes in the receiving tubes.
Place one side rail on either side of bed.
3. Use the two center tubes to connect the receiving tubes by inserting the
smaller receiving tube into the barrel of the larger center tube.
4. (Important)Telescope these tubes into each other until both side rails fit
snug to the sides of the bed to prevent patient entrapment. Make sure the
snap buttons  lock into place. Caution: By pulling one side of the bedrail away
from the bed, make sure there is no more than a 2 inch spacing between bedrail
and mattress once snap buttons are locked into place.  If there is more than a 2
inch spacing, re-adjust snap buttons. If this does not close the gap do not use.

Installation Instructions:
Read all Cautions
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Photo 2 insert

*Models 5075/1875 Security Rail (one sided) Per instructions (1-2 above) the

Security Rail comes with the receiving tubes pre-installed. Also supplied  is a U

shaped support tube. Insert receiving tubes into connecting U shape support tubes

allowing snap buttons to snap into place. Slide base frame under mattress.
(Caution) No more than 2 inch spacing between mattress and bedrail.
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1. Photo 2 shows the side rails in the lowered position. While raising the
side rail depress the snap buttons allowing the snap buttons to lock into
the hole in the support tube. (see insert) To lower, again depress snap
buttons while lowering side rail. Photo 3 shows single bed rail.
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